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Executive summary
In brief
This white paper is about the use of network connectivity among UK companies and public
sector organisations. It highlights what they expect from the next wave of network technologies,
and what they are looking for when choosing service provider partners. It gives key findings
from an Ovum survey of 250 midsized to large businesses, local public-sector organisations,
and some MNCs in the UK. It shows that UK mid-market enterprises are ready to adopt nextgeneration network technologies like SD-WAN, provided they are complementary to their
existing mixed connectivity estate and improve the fit of their ICT with their business plan.
• Business and public-sector organisations are challenged by the inflexibility of their own
networks and want network providers to become managed service providers, supplying and
integrating a range of connectivity, workspace, and professional consulting and support
services.
• Network connectivity in the UK is provided by a wide range of local access and national
network operators, systems integrators, and fixed/mobile resellers. Users want their service
provider to supply all types of network connectivity, as a platform for managed services.
• SD-WAN is the first in a wave of software-defined networking services that will give IT heads
more visibility and control of the growing range of connectivity options they have in their
estates, from fixed networks to Wi-Fi.
• Next-generation network technologies like SD-WAN will help organisations improve not
only operational efficiency, but their digital communication and engagement with their own
employees and customers, provided they are deployed in the right combinations and are
effectively managed.
• CIOs and telecoms managers are increasingly looking to managed service providers to help
take advantage of these supercharged technologies, and to support their integration with
existing networks.
Key findings
• Fixed WAN/LAN and internet access – e.g., MPLS or Ethernet-based networking – are the
foundation for the corporate network, but a growing number of business and public-sector
organisations are now also using dedicated cloud connect services for public cloud access, and
managed Wi-Fi to enhance workspace communications, as users move toward more flexible
networking.
• SD-WAN is a step up in enterprise networking that will allow managers to improve provisioning
of network connections and extend new digital services based on integrated voice, video, and
data services to employees and customers.
• Ease of doing business and good account management are the most important attributes in a
connectivity supplier – more important even than commercial flexibility or outright technical
superiority – if SLAs are met.
• Enterprises want a managed service provider that understands the need for a solution that
supports business outcomes; helps design and build the best network for the business; helps
plan network and applications expansion; provides a technology roadmap, especially in cloud
services; manages partners in an end-to-end service; and even assists with the organisational
transition to a digital business.

Enterprises are challenged by inflexible connectivity

Enterprise IT leaders face a new challenge: they cannot evolve their networks fast enough to
keep up with the business targets driving their ICT investments. Whereas improving network
performance was once seen as a way to reduce costs, now a flexible network is seen as a
strategic enabler of the agile business.
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Figure 1 shows the challenges and pain points that UK businesses and public-sector
organisations face when deploying network connectivity. The priorities for a greater set of service
features, such as bandwidth classes, as well as faster provisioning, illustrate the importance
enterprises place on a responsive network to support the change of pace in their business. It is
significant that cost is well down the list of concerns. IT leaders have been taking costs out of
networks for many years, so while the need to continue to save costs remains important, it may
not be grabbing their attention so much as in the past.
Figure 1: Challenges and pain points for connectivity service users

What are the main challenges and
pain points in using or deploying
connectivity services?*

Limited features in service (e.g., bandwidth class)

45%

Slow setup or change procedures

43%

Supplier failing to meet agreed provisioning times

38%

Difficulty integrating network technologies

37%

Poor service provider management of suppliers

36%

Lack of network traffic monitoring

35%

Inadequate or poor service support

34%

Cost/budget

34%

*Uses each respondent’s top three answers
Source: Ovum UK Enterprise Survey

Globalisation affects businesses of all sizes, and the need to expand into new markets is driving
many digital transformation initiatives. In the public sector, the need to improve customer service
and to introduce new operational efficiencies is key. Organisations are changing rapidly, and
whether this means focusing on digital sales and marketing, partnering in the platform economy,
or transforming the customer experience, it brings a greater need for agility. They need to be able
to adapt quickly to changing market demands.
UK enterprises are investing in a range of new technology to enable a more proactive approach
to the market. IT departments are often faced with multiple high-priority IT projects at the same
time – a sequential approach is often not possible because, when it comes to transformation, the
business can't wait. Not only is there a strain on IT, but the whole organisation can feel the effect
of the introduction of new technologies – from automated data centre to digitised contact centre
to video-led unified communications – that can change the way people work together and interact
with customers.
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Enterprises looking to limit disruption see supplier partnerships as key, because they help them
manage the process of change and ensure that adoption of new technologies is undertaken in
as seamless a way as possible. Our IT leaders need the network to be ready for the next set of
end-user services – the network needs to be agile, offering dynamic bandwidth and applications
management features.
It is no coincidence that many mid-market enterprises in the UK are giving prime responsibility
for their connectivity to IT and systems integrators like IBM, DXC, and Atos (see white paper
Managed and Professional Service Partnerships Will Drive Enterprise ICT Transformation). From
the enterprise point of view, a network services provider with the same integration and managed
services capabilities as these SI partners would be in a good position to guide the enterprise ICT
roadmap, since it owns and operates the network platform and all future connectivity. Softwaredefined networking and SD-WAN could be the next-gen technologies to give the network provider
the more integrated and flexible networking offer that enterprises need.

Enterprises demand connectivity choices

Most midsized to large enterprises in the UK are still using a range and combination of widearea and LAN connectivity options in their networks, with core connectivity provided across MPLS
and Ethernet-based wide area networks (WANs). They will continue to need support from their
network service provider(s) for these well into the future.
Figure 2: A mix of connectivity in the UK’s corporate network

WAN

87%

IP VPN

LAN

38%

87%
Which of the following connectivity
services or technologies do
you currently use in your
corporate network?

Cloud connect

48%

High-capacity
services

61%

Internet access

81%

Leased lines

Wi-Fi services

74%

70%
Source: Ovum UK Enterprise Survey

Figure 2 shows that just 38% of enterprises surveyed say they use IP VPNs in their networking
setup. The figure varies between segments, but across the board, IP VPN is the least cited
connectivity option and WAN and LAN the most cited. Other findings include:
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• More than 80% of organisations have internet access (typically provided on local broadband or
via IPsec tunnelling) as standard in their corporate networks, highlighting the importance of a
hybrid public/private network approach.
• Big-data users seeking large IT virtual arrays and data analytics are most likely to use dedicated
cloud connect – for example, in financial services, retail and healthcare.
• Leased lines are still widely used – especially in public-sector organisations, but also in
transport and financial services.

SD-WAN: a big story with more to come

Software-defined networking (SDN) is now extending into the enterprise network through
SD-WAN, which promises a step up in enterprise networking. SD-WAN gives more visibility on
network sites and applications traffic, and it gives the enterprise more control. It is particularly
useful where the enterprise wants a hybrid network supporting both class-of-service-based MPLS
and best-available internet, since it offers control of SLAs in both.
But SD-WAN brings its own issues, including the need for the enterprise to self-manage network
services. And it potentially makes enterprise networking more complicated, because it does not
replace other network elements, such as MPLS and Ethernet.
Figure 3 shows some findings from Ovum's global enterprise user survey. It shows what
outcomes enterprises expect from SD-WAN, and what really stands out is the expectation of
improved visibility and control of applications traffic. Enterprises want to improve the end-user
experience of their network services, for employees and for their own customers.
Figure 3: Visibility and control tops next-gen network advantages

What outcomes from your next-gen
network services (SD-WAN) are
highly important?

Real-time visibility and control of application traffic

56%

Integrated end-to-end cloud-based security

35%

Improved responsiveness to variable network demands

33%

Reduced complexity with distributed architecture

32%

Assured application performance over any connection

32%

More effective management of partner access networks

30%

Simplifying network for flexibility

26%

Flexible on-demand pricing model

24%

Source: Ovum Next-Gen Network Enterprise Survey
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What will SD-WAN offer?

Enterprises must have operational confidence in choosing SD-WAN as the best solution for their
requirements. For most, SD-WAN will be their first encounter with the next-generation network in
the form of software-defined networking. To understand the benefits and rationale of SD-WAN, it
is important to understand its relationship with SDN.
To our mind (though this is not everybody's view), SDN was built in the part of the network that
sits in the data centre. Think about a complex hosted IT structure with layers of operations and
operating systems, a multitude of vendor technologies with processes between them – SDN has
helped virtualise and simplify and automate all of that.
In the enterprise, SDN meets different needs:
• For example, a large financial services company with a lot of data to capture, file, store,
interrogate, and regulate is likely to need an SDN that is open and programmable to help it
manage that important part of its business – this is essentially internal networking.
• Enterprises may be looking to link from their data centre to other data centres for private or
public cloud services – across an external network – and to network out from the third-party
data centre to their customers or back to their employees. This is when SD-WAN is important,
because it is providing the first virtualised network function (VNF) in the form of WAN controls
and management, like routing.
The SDN-driven next-gen network roadmap will bring more VNFs, such as unified threat
management, WAN optimisation services, and applications acceleration services, and more
interoperability of software-driven services. In the evolution to managed virtual or hybrid network
services, enterprises will be able to flex or move security perimeters and to do IT differently,
possibly in a hybrid cloud compute environment with a combination of start-up suppliers and
heritage systems suppliers. And they will be able to network differently, with perhaps more
content delivery, video, and social media transactions taking them directly to the end customer
they mean to serve.

Why choose a service-provider-managed SD-WAN?

It is clear that enterprise IT heads face many challenges when evolving the network to keep
pace with the needs of the business. Choosing the right partner to help them build and support a
robust, responsive, and flexible network for the future will be critical to success.
We asked UK IT heads what they are looking for in a connectivity provider partner. Figure 4
shows that ease of doing business and good account management are the most critical qualities
sought. These are both rated critical by more enterprises (over 50%) than other factors, including
commercial flexibility (33%), single contracting (14%), and innovation (30%).
Service provider ratings against the required attributes are mainly very good, but there are some
areas where improvement is needed. Significantly, these include both account management,
where only 42% of enterprises rate their suppliers as excellent, and ease of doing business (33%),
as well as meeting agreed SLAs (33%). These are the areas where enterprises would like their
service provider partners to focus their improvement efforts.
Our UK enterprises have laid out their demands. They are not just looking at technical needs –
they need to deliver performance to their business. They need to move from a fixed network to an
agile network, and they need their partners to evolve from network supply to managed services.
They need managed services support in many areas, including:
• Helping design and build the best network for the business, based on an understanding of the
business outcomes sought
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• Integrating multiple systems and services on the corporate network
• Planning their network and applications expansion
• Understanding future technology evolution
• Developing their cloud migration roadmap
• Managing technology and services partners.
Figure 4: How service providers rate against their customers’ most critical evaluation factors
Critical factor

Rating excellent

Single contract for integrated
multivendor solutions
Easy to do business with

60%
50%

Professional services
capabilities

40%
30%
Account management

20%

Understanding of our
business requirements

10%
0%
Financially strong
company

Delivery to agreed SLAs

Competitive or flexible
pricing

Ability to innovate with new
network services or features
Customer support

Source: Ovum UK Enterprise Survey

Conclusion: Managed service providers are enablers of digital
transformation
• Nearly every organisation wants to move as much of its IT to the cloud as possible; it just can't
happen fast enough. And the reason is not that companies are not cloud-ready, it is that their
networks won't let them.
• The software-driven next-generation network will bring more virtualised network functions
in security, network optimisation, and applications traffic and performance management.
Networks will become more productive and competitive, and more responsive to their end
users.
• All these features will add to the flexibility and agility of the network that hard-running users
will need. In the evolution to managed virtual or hybrid network services, users will be able to
network differently, with more content delivery, video, and social media transactions.
• Enterprises want new services from the next-generation network, especially those that help
grow the business relationship with the customer. Most of all, they want their network services
partner to be easy to do business with.
• IT leaders increasingly want a managed services provider that understands the business
outcomes they seek, and that use this understanding to help design and build the best network
for the business, plan their migration of IT services to the cloud, help their adoption of
workspace applications, and manage all the relationships in the supplier ecosystem.
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Appendix

Methodology
In 4Q17, Ovum surveyed enterprises in the UK to learn more about their current and future
network connectivity and the challenges and opportunities they face. Ovum also sought to
understand enterprise customers' perceptions regarding service providers and outcomes. How
many service providers are needed to supply the range of corporate connectivity requirements?
What type of provider is best placed to help with network connectivity?
Our survey was based on interviews with 250 businesses and public-sector organisations. Nearly
half (48%) of the respondents were from the medium-to-large enterprise (MLE) segment of
companies, with 250–999 employees; 42% were from the large national enterprise (LNE) segment
of UK companies, with at least 1,000 employees; and 10% were multinational corporations based
in the UK.
Half (50%) or our survey participants were IT managers, and 25% heads of department. The rest
were directors (12%), functional leaders (11%), business unit managers, or C-suite executives.
Companies and organisations were representative of eight verticals or industries: retail,
wholesale and accommodation, construction and real estate, financial services, media and
communications, transport and logistics, energy and utilities, healthcare, and the public sector.
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